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ABSTRACT
A computer code was developed for the Crosbyton Solar
Power Project to calculate the optical concentration along
the receiver of the Crosbyton Solar Bowl.

The predicted

values have been in agreement with the observed data during
the middle period of the solar day.

However, optical flux

distributions along the receiver in the mornings and
afternoons have been found to be approximately 8 percent
below what was predicted for the system.

The purpose for

this investigation is to identify the cause(s) for this
discrepancy.
To account for these discrepancies, a set of simple
experiments were performed in the lab using the same kind of
mirrors which are mounted on the solar bowl.

The data

analysis and calculations show that a significant quantity of
this discrepancy is due to the focusing defect caused by two
properties of back surface reflecting mirrors. They are
surface defects introduced during the manufacturing process,
and internal reflections between the glass/air interface and
the back reflecting surface.

These properties have

significant effect at large incidence angles.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The inconsistent supply and costs of fossil fuels used
for generation of electric power in commercial plants, the
increasing demand for these resources, and the inevitable
depletion of these fuels has necessitated the need for the
development of alternative energy sources.

The current

downturn of the U.S oil and gas production and increased
dependence on foreign energy reserves has increased the
United States' sensitivity to another possible energy crisis,
similar to that witnessed in the 1970's. Also, on a planet
with dwindling natural resources, much of the world's
research and development in the area of energy has emphasized
alternate renewable energy sources.

These include solar,

wind, geothermal, nuclear, and biomass power.
One of the most primary alternative energy source is
solar energy.
resource;

Natural solar energy is a low intensity

thus, large areas are needed to obtain enough

energy for any useful purpose for a power station [1]. With
this in mind, the most important and most expensive component
of an active solar energy system is the collector.
of solar collecting technologies have emerged.

A variety

These solar

thermal collectors have the potential for applications of
processing heat, electrical generation, cogeneration,
repowering existing plants, and production of fuels and
chemicals [2]. The most significant solar thermal energy

conversion technologies include flat-plate collectors, flatplate mirrors and a central receiver, parabolic troughs,
tracking parabolic dishes, and a fixed hemispherical bowl
with tracking linear receiver.
Texas Tech University has been engaged in research and
development of solar bowl technology at Crosbyton since 197 6
The goal of the Crosbyton Solar Power Project (CSPP) was to
study the aspects of Fixed Mirror Distributed Focus (FMDF),
or solar bowl, technology and the feasibility of using this
technology for cost effective electric power generation.
This concept employs a fixed spherical reflective surface as
large as a quarter sphere, a design which dates back to 1878
when Adams built a 40-foot collector in Bombay, India which
supplied enough energy to operate a two kW pump [3].

CHAPTER II
COLLECTOR TECHNOLOGIES
Because of the stationary position of the large solar
bowl, incomming solar rays are incident on the bowl at a
large range of angles.

This introduces some problems which

are not observed in other collectors because of their usually
two-axis movement.

Before discussing these inherent problems

with the bowl and some viable solutions, a look at the
principles and functions of other collector types is
presented.
2.1.

Flat-Plate Collectors

Flat-plate collectors consist of a metal frame box with
a transparent cover containing an absorber plate, insulation,
and tubes for a liquid absorber fluid to transport thermal
energy to a conversion system.

These popular systems are

typically used for residential buildings and are capable of
absorbing direct and diffuse solar radiation.

However,

because of high heat convective heat losses, they are
sensitive to ambient temperature and insulation.

The low

temperature of the output translates into a relatively
inefficient system for converting the absorbed energy to
electrical power.

This is not a concentrator system.

However, flat-plate collectors are the most economical choice
for low temperatures.

They are the best-developed collectors

and additional cost reductions may be difficult to achieve

with current designs which use mostly copper absorber tubes
[4].
2^2-.

Central Receiver Tower

Another design involves mirrored, very slightly curved
collectors adjusted continuously to redirect beams of solar
radiation to a central, elevated receiver.

Usually, a field

of sun-tracking heliostats track the sun automatically during
the day, reflecting the sun's energy onto the centrallylocated tower (Fig. 2.1). The concentrated energy is pointfocused and is absorbed by a fluid circulating within the
receiver. The resulting thermal energy, up to a temperature
of 1100-degrees C, can be used to drive a turbine to produce
electrical energy, as process heat in industrial
applications, or to produce hydrogen through thermochemical
reactions [3]. A storage subsystem can be incorporated to
maintain energy generation wjien the sun is not shining.

Rabl

[5] notes that the central receiver appears to be the best
choice for large power installations because of the small
amount of hot-fluid transportation.

Automatic operations and

subsystem interactions are accomplished by a master control
system.
The 10-Megawatt Solar Thermal Central Receiver Pilot
Plant near Barstow, California, is the prime example of how
this technology has been utilized.

At Solar One, 1,818

computer-controlled mirrors form a circular array around a
central tower.

A large, cylindrical receiver at the top of

Heliostats

Tower

Figure 2.1. Schematic Design of a Central
Receiver Tower.

the tower absorbs radiation focused onto it.

Plumbing

carrying a thermal absorber fluid within the receiver
transport the absorbed thermal energy to turbines for
electrical conversion.

The thermal storage system uses oil

as both a thermal storage media and a heat transport fluid.
However, the maximum operating temperature of the thermal
storage system is 575-degrees F (300-degrees C) and as a
result, electricity is generated less efficiently than when
960-degrees F (515-degrees C) receiver-supplied steam is used
directly in the turbine/generator [6].
The collector-mirrors are called heliostats and have a
reflective area of 430 square feet each.

91 percent of the

incident sunlight is reported to be reflected when the mirror
surface is clean.

The two-axis movement of the mirrors is

directed by a microprocessor in each heliostat, a controller
to regulate groups of up to 32 heliostats, and a central
computer.

During plant operation, over 97 percent of the

mirrors are available more than 98 percent of the time.
The thermal efficiency of the receiver and turbinegenerator combination is a compromise between the
efficiencies of the two systems.

Receiver performance is

directly dependent on the amount of solar radiation that the
receiver absorbs, decreasing with operating temperature.
turbine efficiency, on the otherhand, increases with the
temperature of the steam.

Ambient temperature, wind

velocity, mass flow of the steam working fluid, and

The

convective losses experienced by the receiver all contribute
to variations in the plants efficiency.
The thermal storage system at Solar One operates on the
thermocline principle.

A single tank contains gravel, sand,

and the heat transfer oil.

Cold thermal storage oil at the

bottom of the tank is heated in a heat exchanger.
oil is the pumped to the top of the tank.

The hot

Thermal energy is

stored in the rock and sand.

2.3.

Parabolic Trough

A third alternative uses a mirror coated parabolic trough
with a lengthwise pipe receiver which moves to remain in the
focal line of the reflected energy (Fig. 2.2). A fluid in
the receiver is heated by concentrated radiant energy and
transported by means of a well-insulated piping network
designed to reduce heat loss.

The trough normally rotates

about a horizontal axis to track the sun with the help of a
drive motor [3]. It is the favored collector for the
temperature range of 150-300-degrees C [7]. This temperature
range is significant for industrial process heat, production
of mechanical and electrical energy such as for irrigation
pumping, steam generation for enhanced oil recovery and
cogeneration for electrical and direct heating processes [3].
Rabl [8] also notes that operation temperatures of 500degrees C can be reached with improved components allowing
for higher concentrations along the receiver or multi-cycle
operation, but this may make the trough method too expensive.
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Receiver
Concentrator
reflective
surface

Tracking
mechanism

Figure 2.2. Schematic Design of a Parabolic
Trough Concentrator.

The process also becomes more inefficient when a field of
troughs are used because of the greater energy loss when
transporting high-temperature heat from a distributed
collector field to the point of use.
The foremost example of this type of technology is the
SEGS-I (Solar Electric Generating System I) 13.8 Megawatt
solar electric power plant.

The parabolic trough mirror

panels reflect and concentrate the sun's rays on linear
receiver pipes containing heated transport oil.

The solar-

fired steam generator produces saturated steam, and with an
auxiliary natural gas firing to provide additional superheat,
drives the turbine [9].
The mirror field consists of 560 individual collectors.
Eight individual collectors make up a single solar collector
assembly with an aperture opening of 8-feet 5-inches by 21feet 6-inches.

The solar collector assembly consists of

eight parabolic trough collectors, a single drive-motor, and
a local microprocessor control unit.

The basic components

are a mirrored glass reflector, heat collection element, and
a positioning system.

The rim angle of the trough is 84-

degrees 40-minutes with a focal length of 70 centimeters. A
single collector assembly rotates through 240-degrees.

The

panel structure and drive system are designed for normal
operation and accuracy in winds up to 35 mph.

Operation can

be continued with decreased efficiency at winds up to 4 5 mph.
94 percent of the incident light is reported to be reflected,
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with a reported 97 percent of the reflected light incident on
the collection receiver [10].
The stainless steel heat absorption pipe has a diameter
of 1.65 inches.

It provides a vessel in which the transport

oil exchanges heat to water-steam by thermal energy from the
parabolic mirror.

The maximum operating temperature for the

metal is about 620-degrees F, and has a life expectancy of 20
years.

The pipe is surrounded by a Pyrex glass tube 2.9

inches in diameter which transmits 98 percent of the normal
and near-normal incident radiation to the pipe.

94 percent

transmittance is reported for incidence angles up to 60degrees.

The space between the metal and the Pyrex glass

tube is kept at vacuum to provide better heat transfer
characteristics as well as protecting the black chrome antireflective coating on the pipe from oxidation.
2.4.

Tracking Parabolic Dish

A fourth alternative involves a tracking parabolic dish
focusing energy on a receiver mounted above the dish at its
focal point.

The focused energy heats a fluid circulating

within coils (Fig. 2.3). The hot fluid fluid can be
transported elsewhere, but because the pumping power and
thermal losses are large, this process becomes very costly
when a field of parabolic dishes, which is needed to generate
larger amounts of energy, is utilized [5]. A more efficient
method is direct electrical generation by integrating an
engine or alternator with the receiver at the focal point

11

Receiver or
engine/receiver

Figure 2.3. Schematic Design of a Parabolic
Dish Concentrator.
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[3].

In this way, the dish becomes an independent power-

producing module which can function alone or in tandem with a
group of receivers.

The system tracks the sun on two axes

and can achieve fluid temperatures up to 1500-degrees C.
Individual parabolic dishes can produce up to 50 kW of
electricity, or a 150 kW thermal.
McDonnell Douglas Corporation and United Sterling AB of
Sweden are currently jointly developing a solar power
electric generating plant based on the tracking parabolic
dish concept.

Called the Dish/Sterling electric plant, it

consists of a field of suntracking dishes which concentrate
the sun's energy onto the focal point of each dish where a
power conversion unit converts the heat into electricity.
Each module produces about 25 kilowatts of electricity [11].
The concentrator is mounted on a two-axis tracking
device provided through the use of a 10-inch harmonic drive
in azimuth, a ball screw jack in elevation, and a control
system which provides both open and closed loop tracking.
The dish concentrator consists of 82 curved glass mirrored
facets each measuring 3-feet by 4-feet.

The dish is

manufactured with approximately a 4-foot gap extending from
the bottom to the center of the dish to allow the power
conversion unit, which is mounted on a support strut
extending from the dish, to be lowered to a height that
permits installation, inspection, and replacement/repair at a
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low cost.

The entire concentrator has a life expectancy of

30 years.
The engine of the power conversion unit has been tested
at a 28 percent overall conversion efficiency, solar to net
electric at rated output.

Generation of more than 250 kWH in

a single day has been achieved [11] . The system reaches
near-peak efficiency about one hour after system start-up.
Large-scale plant potential for electrical generation is
achieved by combining 400 to 2,000 dish modules providing
10,000 to 50,000 kilowatts of electricity.

These types of

plants would require one acre of land for each six or seven
modules.

CHAPTER III
CROSBYTON SOLAR BOWL BACKGROUND
The Crobyton Solar Power Project has developed the
largest solar bowl ever built and is the most complete
facility in the world exhibiting the characteristics of the
hemispherical bowl concept applied to the production of high
quality steam [12] . All other approaches (including those
mentioned in Chapter II) require tracking mirror surfaces.
The solar bowl has the potential for the lowest-cost mirror
facets, since no system components related to mirror motions
are required.

This feature also reduces the complexity of

the total solar power system.
The solar bowl concept at Crosbyton is characterized by
a fixed concentrator and a tracking linear receiver (Fig.
3.1).

A characteristic of the hemispheric bowl design used

at the Crosbyton Solar Power Plant is that the energy focal
zone is a cone whose shape can be matched by a cylindrical
central receiver [13] . Solar rays reflected from the
concentrator are focused as a line extending up from the
surface a distance equal to one-half the radius of curvature
The line of focus always points toward the sun and moves
across the bowl each day.

With certain manufacturing and

construction cost ratios, this design can be more cost
effective than other collector models since the receiver is
the only moving part.
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A 60-degree rim angle spherical bowl has been
successfully demonstrated on a small scale by Texas Tech
University.

The rim angle is the zenith angle of the bowl

rim measured upward from the foot of the symmetry axis at the
center of the bowl.

A 20-m-diameter quarter sphere

consisting of 438 spherically-curved glass mirror panels,
each of about 1 m square area, focusing the sun onto a
movable 5.5-m-long receiver has been designed, constructed,
and operated.

The facility was in operation from 1982 to

1987.
3.1.

Design Parameters

The largest aperture for a bowl of fixed spherical
radius is that having a rim angle

9R=90°.

offers the greatest annual energy capture.

This situation also
The aperture area

for 0R=6O*^ is only 75 percent of the aperture area for
[14].

0R=9O°

However, past the zenith of about 60-degrees, the

mirror surface becomes very steep and incoming solar
radiation strikes nearly parallel to the reflecting surface.
Also, the cost of the mirror surface is approximately the
ratio of mirror surface area to aperture area,

AS/AA-

AS

for

a 60-degree bowl is one-half that of the surface area for a
90-degree rim angle bowl.
The available energy for the collector is directly
proportional to the area of the bowl aperture, AA- Therefore
the surface cost per unit energy goes like

17
Cost ^ A^
Energy
AA^ *
We can gauge

AS/AA^

to equal 1 for the 90-degree bowl.

Then

for the 60-degree bowl
0.5 As
^-^r = 0.89
(0.75 A A ) 2

.

(2-2)

Clearly the quarter-sphere bowl is more cost effective than a
full hemisphere.
Water is pumped into the receiver and absorbs the solar
energy.

The water exits the receiver as superheated steam at

about 1000 °F.

The noon time output on a summer day from this

facility can reach 853,000 Btu/h.

The facility was

constructed as a pilot plant to develop a 5-MW solar hybrid
electric power plant of ten larger bowls to serve a small
town, Crosbyton, near Texas Tech University.

As a

demonstration, this small test solar bowl was the first of
its kind generating electricity for the local grid.
The facility has been used to evaluate new component
designs and operational concepts.

The solar bowl device

requires a simple technical know-how in construction and
maintenance.

It does not need many factory-manufactured sub

assemblies and most of the construction was done on site.
Calculations made under the CSPP show that the bowl works
very well for a plant in the range of 200 kW to 10 MW, but is
not competitive in the range of less than 100 kW and more
than 10 to 20 MW.

It has a relatively short effective

operational day, which could in the future be overcome by
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using several bowls oriented at different angles with respect
to the sun [15].
The solar flux on the receiver is such that 1000 degrees
F and 1000 psi steam can be produced if desired.

It is also

possible and slightly more efficient to produce lower
temperature steam.

It is difficult to design a receiver

system that will efficiently produce both low temperature hot
water and quality steam under solar conditions of a 1000
W/m2.
3.2.

Bowl Focus

Because the focus of a spherical segment collector is
always a linearly distributed focus regardless of the angle
at which the light enters the bowl aperture, a fixed
collector requires a linear tracking receiver at the focus
(the reflected radiation) as the sun moves across the sky.
The large rim angle of the Crosbyton bowl allows the system
to focus incoming solar radiation incident at large angles to
the reflecting surface normal.

This is accomplished by

directing these rays toward the receiver through a series of
reflections within the bowl until they reach the focal line.
These multiple bounces increase the solar flux on the
receiver, leading to greater fluid temperatures and
electrical generating potential.

This process also presents

some unique problems.
In the practical implementation of a spherical segment
mirror, there will be errors in the curvature of the mirror
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surface [16]. These errors are classified into two types;
microscopic and macroscopic.

Microscopic errors are due to

surface defects on the reflecting surface of the order of a
few wavelengths in size.

These defects scatter the light

slightly around the direction of the ray of spectral
reflection.

The result is that a perfectly collimated beam

of light will diverge at some small angle after reflection.
Macroscopic errors are caused by defects on a larger
scale, and direct the entire reflected ray along a different
direction than would be expected for the reflecting surface.
The reflected radiation could be redirected enough so as to
miss hitting the receiver entirely.

These defects can be

caused by gravity, wind, materials stress, or manufacturing
errors [17] . The force of gravity can cause warping of the
mirror panels themselves, causing aberrations in their
manufactured spherical shape.

These effects contribute to

enlarging the focal zone of the hemispherical bowl.

Since

the defects make the image larger, one way to model the
errors has been to use an effective sun size at the focal
line larger than the true sun size and do the optical power
calculations for the receiver assuming perfect spherical
geometry.
Incoming solar rays incident on the bowl at angles
larger than 60-degrees undergo the multiple bounce path to
reach the receiver.

Each time these rays are reflected from

the imperfect mirror surface, the image is smeared and/or
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redirected farther away from its focal position and its
focused orientation.

Therefore, irregularities in the

reflection surface can tend to decrease the efficiency of
gathering this viable energy supply available to the
receiver.
Several analytical and computational models have been
developed during the course of the Crosbyton Solar Power
Project to aid in the prediction of performance for the
collector/receiver system.

An effective sun size model to

account for the mirror errors has been studied and utilized
for the Crosbyton Solar Bowl.

This model extends the focal

zone to approximately twice the observable solar diameter
seen in the sky.

The ROSA (Ratio of Solid Angles) computer

codes developed to calculate the theoretical optical
concentration along the cylindrical receiver of the Crosbyton
bowl are based on this model.

The result is an expected

concentration distribution from an ensemble of distributions
with random errors in the geometry [18]. This is not a
rigorous method of obtaining an expected concentration
distribution, but was designed to save a significant amount
of computer time.

In addition to this, the SOLAVG (Solar

Average) code uses the major part of the ROSA code to obtain
concentrations which are then averaged around the receiver
resulting in average concentration as a function of distance
along the receiver.

Still another, the WATERl code computes

the thermodynamic values of the working fluid along the
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receiver as a function of these averaged solar concentrations
[19] .
Specifically, the ROSA code was developed to calculate
optical power concentrations on a cylindrically symmetric
receiver due to reflection from a spherical segment mirror.
The predicted output has been in agreement with experimental
data during the middle period of the solar day.

However,

optical flux distributions along the receiver in the mornings
and afternoons were found to be approximately 8% below what
was predicted for the system.
Of particular interest during these time frames are the
large inclination angles the sun makes with the normal axis
of the bowl.

In this alignment, incident solar radiation

within the bowl is distributed asymmetrically.

A greater

percentage of the optical flux along the receiver is due to
radiation incident on the reflecting surface at angles larger
than 60-degrees, the threshold for the multiple bounce effect
[16].

Energy losses from reflections at large incident

angles is here considered to be cause for lower than expected
optical flux distributions along the receiver.
It will be shown that this discrepancy is due to a
focusing defect caused by two properties of back-surface
reflecting mirrors:

surface defects introduced during the

manufacturing process, and internal reflections between the
glass/air interface and the back reflecting surface.

These

22
properties will be recognized to play a particularly
significant role at large incident angles.
The analysis begins in Chapter IV where observations of
various light sources incident on several mirror types are
described.

This data is used in Chapter V to validate that

internal reflections are involved in the spreading of the
reflected image.

This analysis assumes perfect reflection at

a planer mirrored surface.

Chapter VI investigates the

macroscopic surface defects in the reflection surface and
their effect on reflected image dispersion.

Chapter VII

extends the observed phenomenon to their effect in the solar
bowl.

Methods of increasing the efficiency of the

concentrator are also stipulated, and the ultimate question,
the cost effectiveness of these modifications are mentioned.

CHAPTER IV
REFLECTION IMAGE CHARACTERISTICS AT LARGE
INCIDENT ANGLES OF VARIOUS LIGHT SOURCES
The most efficient operating conditions for a fixed
spherical bowl is represented by a symmetric distribution of
incident solar radiation.

This situation arises when the

receiver is positioned normal to the center of the bowl and
the sun is positioned directly overhead (Fig. 4.1). In this
orientation, ^, the inclination angle between the aperture
normal and the direction of the sun, equals 0-degrees.

The

largest possible angle of incidence for solar radiation is
then equal to the rim angle of the bowl, which for the CSPP
is 60-degrees.
This symmetrical orientation is closest approximated
during the middle part of the solar day.

For a 60-degree rim

angle quarter-sphere bowl illuminated along its symmetry
axis, no light is directed into multiple bounces. At any
other moment the optical axis (the line along the receiver to
the sun) fails to coincide with the symmetry axis of the
bowl, some illuminated portions of the bowl correspond to
impact angles greater than 60-degrees [20] . The fraction of
power directed in higher order reflections is illustrated in
Fig. 4.2 [21], The fraction of the solar power directed into
each order reflection is a function only of the inclination
angle, ^^. As ^ increases, an increasingly greater percentage
of the radiation concentrated along the receiver comes from
23
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radiation incident on the bowl at larger angles to the
surface normal (Fig. 4.3). The operational extremes for the
solar bowl plant in this situation occur in the morning and
afternoon periods of the solar day.
Power is lost with each reflection.

The ROSA codes

account for this power loss by weighing to the Nth power the
reflectivity, R^, where N is the number of times the light is
reflected.

The number of bounces to the receiver versus the

angular distance to the receiver are listed in Table 4.1
[22].

However, the computer codes for large values of^9 have

continually overestimated the optical flux concentrations
along the receiver.

The cjuestion arises whether changes need

to be made in the codes, are new variables considered.

An

investigation into the properties of light sources incident
at large angles on reflecting surfaces is recjuired.
4.1.

Helium-Neon Laser

To investigate the effect of solar radiation incident at
wide angles to the normal of the mirror surfaces, laser light
was made to be incident on the reflecting surface of one of
the

spherical mirror panels removed from the Crosbyton solar

bowl.

These back-surface reflecting mirrors measure about 1

meter square.

The shape is slightly trapezoidal so that a

multitude of panels will fit into a longitude-latitude array.
The curved cover glass is manufactured to be 3/32-inches
thick.
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Table

4.1

A n g u l a r D i s t a n c e from t h e R e c e i v e r v s
Number o f B o u n c e s t o t h e R e c e i v e r

H

Qmin

N

Qpiax

1

0.5°

1

60.160

2

60.16°

2

72.1°

3

72.1°

3

77.21°

4

77.21°

4

80.05°

5

80.05°

5

81.86°

6

81.86°

6

83.16°

7

83.16°

7

84.03°

8

84.03°

8

84.73°

9

84.73°

9

85.28°

10

85.28°

10

85.76°

11

85.76°

11

86.11°

12

86.11°

12

86.42°

13

86.42°

13

86.68°

14

86.68°

14

86.91°

15

86.91°

15

87.11°

16

87.11°

16

87.28°

17

87.28°

17

87.44°

18

87.44°

18

87.58°

19

87.58°

19

87.7°

20

87.7°

20

87.88°

21

87.88°

21

87.92°
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The backyard experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 4.4.
A 10 Milliwatt Melles-Griot Helium-Neon laser is mounted on a
tripod able to rotate the laser along three axes.

The laser

is placed approximately 1 meter away from the spot of beam
incidence on the glass surface.

The reflected images of the

monochromatic light are observed on a screen situated 35 feet
distant from the spherical mirror at the mirror's radius of
curvature.
At an incident angle of 60-degrees, the reflection image
appears as a single focused dot on the screen. As the beam
is moved across the surface of the mirror assembly in the
plane of incidence and reflection, the reflected image is
seen to expand from a single focused dot into a series of
repeating circular images (Photograph 4.1).

The brightness,

or rather the intensity, of the dots in the expansion
profile, as seen with the naked eye, decreased from one end
of the reflection profile to the other.

In the orientation

of the laser and mirror used in the observations, the bright
dots occurred on the left side of the profile, decreasing in
intensity toward the right.
This expansion process from a single dot to the spread
pattern occurred continuously and non-abruptly as the
incident laser beam was moved across the mirror panel.
Continued movement of the beam across the mirror face
resulted in a contraction of the reflected image back into a
single dot (Photograph 4.2), followed by a continuous series
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Screen

Mirror

Laser

Figure 4.4. Set-Up for Reflection
Observations^
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Photograph 4.1. Expanded
Reflection Profile for
He-Ne Laser and Spherical
Mirror.

Photograph 4.2. Con^r iCted
(Focused) Reflection Profile
for He-Ne Laser and
Spherical Mirror.
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of these expansion and contraction events.

These expansions

and contractions occurred continuously, but non-periodically
as the incidence angle was varied (Photographs 4.3a to 4.3c).
Table 4.2 lists

measured incident angles and the shape of

the reflection profiles. As many as three complete expansion
and contraction cycles were observed to occur within one
degree of incident arc.

The size of the expansion patterns

varied, but generally increased as the angle of incidence
increased.

The expansions occurred within the

incidence/reflection plane.
Repositioning the laser beam along different
incidence/reflection planes, the preceding observations were
repeated.

Reflections for the same incident angle at

different locations on the mirror panel did not produce
similar image patterns.
Photographs 4.4 and 4.5 illustrate two other
observations with the He-Ne laser. The previous tests were
repeated after rotating the mirror panel 90-degrees about the
axis normal to the center of its reflecting face. The
expansion/contraction cycle did not occur in this
orientation, and the image generally remained in focus.
However, the image intermittently dispersed out perpendicular
to the incidence/reflection plane (Photograph 4.4). The
reflection seemed to grow a tail which wiggled back and forth
as the laser scanned across the mirror surface. Again,
repositioning the incident beam within different
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Photograph 4.3. Three More Examples of He-Ne
Reflection Profiles off of Spherical Mirror.
These Include:
(a) Angle of Incidence at
63-Degrees, Width of Ir.age is 8 cm.
(b) 7-.:.r;le
of Incidence at S4-Degrees, Width of Image
is Approximately 2 cm.
(c) Angle of Incid-^nce
at 85-Degrees, Width of Image is 16 cm..
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Table 4.2
Characteristics of Reflection Profiles at
Some Measured Incident Angles

Incident Anale

Pattern

67.0

Contracted

67.25

Expanded

67.5

Contracted

67.6

Expanded

67.75

Contracted

67.9

Expanded

68.0

Contracted

68.2

Expanded

Comments

5 Dots, 10.2 cm Across

Tight Pattern

Tight Pattern
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Photograph 4.4. Reflection
Profile for He-Ne Laser with
Spherical Mirror Rotated 90Degrees About Its Symetry
Axis from Previous
Orientation.

Photograph 4.5. Expanded
Reflection Profile for
He-Ne Laser and Plane
Mirror.
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incidence/reflection planes did not produce similar images at
similar incident angles.
The observations were repeated using a 1-foot square
plane mirror of the same glass thickness (3/32").

Distance

from mirror to screen in this case was approximately eightfeet . The expansions and contractions of the reflected image
again appeared within a preferred orientation of the mirror,
though the expansions were not of the same magnitude as those
of

the spherical mirror (Photograph 4.5).

The trailing tail

from the focused dot image also appeared after rotating the
mirror 90-degrees about its symmetry axis.
4.2.

Dye Laser

A 100 Milliwatt Coherent Dye Laser using Rhodamine 6G
Dye was employed as another light source for large angle
reflections.

The capabilities of this device allows one to

continuously adjust the wavelength of the light while the
laser is held incident on a particular location of the mirror
panel.

The set-up for these observations is the same as that

for the Helium-Neon laser light source.

However, the

distance from the spherical mirror to the image screen now
measured two meters.
The laser-mirror system was oriented to accjuire an
expanded, multiple dot reflection profile, like that seen
with the Helium-Neon laser.

The angle of incidence for this

orientation was 82-degrees from the normal.

The laser-dye

system was initially radiating at its longest wavelength
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capability, approximately 6350 Angstroms, near orange-red in
the visible spectrum (Photograph 4.6a).

With the laser and

mirror fixed rigidly in place, the wavelength of the light
source was then continuously shortened to approximately 5650
Angstroms, near the yellow-green position of the visible
spectrum (Photograph 4.6b).
There were no observable dimensional variations
measurable in the parameters of the multiple dot image as the
wavelength adjustments were made.

The reflection image

maintained its original integrity throughout the wavelength
variation process.
4.3.

Collimated White Light

A collimated light source allowed a uniformly
distributed beam of white light as the incident source of
radiation on the spherical mirror panel.

The aperture of the

collimated light source was adjusted to its smallest setting.
The light/mirror system was continuously adjusted in an
attempt to locate an expanded reflection profile. No such
images where observed.

The experiment was repeated after

rotating the mirror ninety degrees. Again, no expansion of
the image was observed.
Although the light was intended to be collimated, some
dispersion of the light did occur.

The magnitude of this

dispersion was much larger than that which occurred for
either of the two laser light sources.

This may have

prevented the expanded reflection profiles from being
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(a)

(b)
Photograph 4.6. Two Wavelength
Extremes for Expanded
Reflection Profile of Dye
Laser and Spherical Mirror.
These include:
(a) 6350
Angstroms.
(b) 5G50 Angstroms
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observed.

Another, and possibly more important, difference

with the white light source is its intensity.

Though not

measured, it was readily observable that the brightness of
the white light source was of a much smaller magnitude than
that of the laser light sources.

This may also contribute to

no expansion patterns being observed.
With the aperture of the collimated light source at its
widest setting, linear features extending across the
reflection profile were observed in a direction perpendicular
to the plane of incidence/reflection (Photograph 4.7a).
Distances between these features varied.

The intensity of

the reflections were visually observed to not be continuous.
When the mirror was rotated ninety degrees, these linear
features were not apparent (Photograph 4.7b), and a
reflection image of uniform intensity occurred.
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(a)

(b)
Photograph 4.7. Two Examples
of Collimated White Light
Reflections off of Spherical
Mirror.
(a) Orientation
Displaying Linear Reflection
Irregularities, (b) and
Orientation where they are
not Observed.

CHAPTER V
THE INTERNAL REFLECTION PHENOMENON
One mechanism which can account for the repeating dots
in the expanded reflection profile is internal reflection
between the front face of the glass and the mirror coated
back surface, where the index of refraction changes in the
different media.

A small percentage

of incident radiation

is expected to be reflected off from the front face of the
glass.

This first front-surface reflection would become the

first dot in the reflection profile.

The remaining energy is

transmitted into the glass where it is reflected (perfectly)
from the mirrored surface.
As this radiation arrives at the glass/air interface,
the same percentage of energy is reflected back inward.
Radiation transmitted outward would become the second dot in
the reflection profile, as well as being the principle
reflection image.

This is the brightest and most intense dot

in the reflection profile.

The internal reflection process

would presumably continue, giving rise to the types of image
distributions such as that pictured in Photograph 4.1.

Since

the percentage of energy loss at the glass/air interface is
constant for the internal reflection scenario, presence of
this in the intensity profile of the dots' reflection would
indicate whether or not the effect is present.
Fig. 5.1 illustrates the backyard experiment used to
determine the intensity profile of different reflection image
41
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Screen

ror

Laser

Figure 5.1. Set-Up for Reflection
Observations.
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configurations.

A Jordon Laser Power Meter is inserted at

the image location of the Helium-Neon experiment mentioned
previously.

Tracings of the image profiles are pictured in

Figs. 5.2a through 5.2i.

With each figure is listed the

laser to mirror distance (Di), the mirror to image distance
(D2) , the angle at which the image screen is oriented to the
reflection beam (63), the dimensional parameters of the
image, and the power meter readings for that profile.

The

letter B denotes the brightest spot in the profile and is the
principle reflection image.

The power of the incident beam

was measured at the start of the data taking process and was
found to be 4.97 mW.
The expanded reflection image illustrated in Fig. 5.2c
is spread out and well enough defined to observe power meter
readings for each individual dot in the profile.

The

percentage of energy loss for each reflection at the
glass/air interface can be calculated with the accjuired data.
The power meter reading for the first dot in the reflection
pattern is 0.35 mW, and
XI

0.. 3 5
4..97

100
XI

^

'

7..04%

(5-1)
(5-2)

This implies that 7.04% of the radiation incident on the
mirror is reflected off of the glass front, while the
remaining 92.96% of the incident beam is transmitted into the
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mirror.

This translates into a hypothetical power meter

reading of 4.62 mW.
The second dot in the reflection pattern has a power
meter reading of 4.2 9 mW, and
X2
4.2 9
—=^ =
100

4.62

X2=92.86%

r5-3^
'
,

^^ ^'
(5-4)

and 7.14% of the energy is reflected back inward as the
radiation meets the glass/air interface.

A calculated 0.33

mW remains within the glass after this reflection.
The third dot in the image profile registers a power
meter reading of 0.29 mW.

By the same reasoning as before,

this is 87.88% of 0.33, implying that 12.12% of the energy in
this beam is reflected back into the mirror again.
The forth dot in the image profile registers a power
meter reading of 0.03 mW.

This is also the calculated energy

remaining within the mirror after the third reflection at the
glass/air interface.

The sensitivity of the power meter used

under these crude guidelines has therefore been reached.
The results of these observations are illustrated in
Fig. 5.3 and Table 5.1.

Because of the consistency in the

values of percentage of energy

reflected at the glass/air

interface (7.04%, 7.14%, 12.12%), we can assume that the
internal reflection model should be included into an
explanation of the observed reflection patterns.
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Figure 5.3. Characteristics of Reflection
Profile Illustrated in Figure 4.2c Using
Internal Reflection Model.
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Table 5.1
Power Meter Calculations of Figure 4.2c

Po = 4.97 mW
Pi = 0.35 mW
Px = 4.62 mW = 0.9295 PQ
PB = 4.29 mW = 0.9286 Px
PY

= 0.33 mW

P2 = 0.29 mW = 0.8788 Py
Pz = 0.04 mW
P3 = 0.03 mW = 0.7500 Pz
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The optics of internal reflections are described in Fig.
5.4, where
8l = incidence angle ,
GR = refraction angle ,
na = index of refraction in air ,
ng = index of refraction in glass ,
d = thickness of glass .
Given the parameters of the reflecting material, we can
determine the expected distance between the dots in the
reflection profile.

The following approach is wavelength

independent, acceptable since earlier observations utilizing
the argon-dye laser indicated no wavelength dependence
effects.
The mirror is idealized to be a perfect plane in the
reflection region, and the mirrored surface is idealized to
have perfect reflectance.

By Snell's Law

nasin Gj = ngsin GR

.

(5-5)

From Fig. 5.4, it is also obvious that
d = Icos GR

,

(5-6)

and
b = 2s = 21sin GR

.

(5-7)

By substitution and various trigonometric identities,
a = bsin (90 - Gi)
= bcos Gi
= 21 sin GR COS GI

(5-8)
(5-9)
(5-10)
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21
37" sin GI COS GI
ng
2d sin GI COS GI
ng
cos GR
= 2d

(5-11)
(5-12)

.
^
sin GI COS GI
Vng^ - sin^Gi

.

(5-13)

This equation allows one to solve for the dot separation
distance utilizing the three known parameters in the
experimental observations: glass thickness, index of
refraction of the glass, and angle of incidence.
By Equation 5-13, the separation of the dots should
increase as the angle of incidence increases.

This would be

expected since the path length within the mirror increases
with larger incidence angles. However, the expansions and
contractions of the image observed when scanning the laser
across the glass at increasingly larger incident angles does
not coincide with the results of Equation 5-13.
On substituting in data from Fig. 5.2c, using ng = 1.4,
and the thickness of the glass d = 3/32", Equation 5-13
yields a separation distance of 0.254 cm.

Approximate

distance between the centers of the first two dots in the
reflection profile is 1.45 cm.

Because measurements were

made at an angle of 12-degrees from the perpendicular to the
reflected beam, this value is then multiplied by cosine of
12-degrees.

This results in a true separation distance of

1.417 cm, over five times larger than the value calculated
using the internal reflection model.
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Similar calculations result in separation distances of
1.661 cm between the centers of the second and third dots in
the reflection profile, and 1.709 cm between the third and
fourth dots.

Because these separation distances are not

consistent with each other, it can be assumed that the light
rays are not being emitted parallel to one another.

Also,

all of these values are substantially larger than the
predicted separation distance using exclusively the internal
reflection model.

Clearly, the internal reflection model

alone cannot explain the observed reflection profiles.
Another discrepancy arises when one considers laser beam
dispersion and its effect on the reflection image profile.
To investigate this, we must determine the rate of beam
dispersion for the Melles-Griot 10 mW Helium-Neon laser.
laser is attached to a rigid tripod.

The

Measurements of the

size of the laser beam incident on a rigid screen supported
perpendicular to the beam path were made at various distances
from the laser aperture.

Table 5.2 and Fig. 5.5 illustrate

the results.
The beam was found to spread at a rate of 0.53 mm/ft,
corresponding to a beam angle of 0.0017 radians.

At a

distance of 38 feet from the laser aperture (approximately 3
feet from aperture to mirror plus 35 feet from mirror to
screen) the expected beam diameter is approximately 2 cm.
Data listed in Fig. 5.2a through 5.2f indicate an image
height of 1.8 to 1.9 cm, in good agreement with the 2 cm
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Table 5.2
Distance from Laser Aperture vs.Diameter
of Beam

Distance from Aperture

Diameter of Beam

5'j:l"

2.41mm

10' J: 1"

5.1

mm

15' j^ 1"

7.7

mm

24' + 9"

13.0

mm
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Figure 5.5. Plot of Distance from Laser
Aperture vs. Diameter of Beam.
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value expected.

However, the calculated separation distance

of 0.254 cm would be small enough so as to allow the
dispersing beam to bleed across each dot in the profile.
The natural dispersion of the laser should therefore
smear any elongation of the reflection profile caused by
internal reflections within the mirrors.

This would thus

prevent any distinguishability between the separate dots in
the reflection profile.

Because this phenomenon is not

observed, another mechanism besides the internal reflection
phenomenon is also responsible for the observed reflection
profiles.

CHAPTER VI
DISPERSION OF REFLECTIONS AND GLASS
SURFACE IRREGULARITIES
An additional cause for the unexpected expansion of the
image profile can be recognized from the observations of
collimated white light incident on the spherical mirror.

The

linear structures observed extending across the reflection
image perpendicular to the incidence/reflection plane
indicate a possible defect in the reflection characteristics
of the mirrored surface (refer back to Photograph 4.7a).
When the mirror was rotated 90-degrees from the orientation
which provides no beam spreading from the laser, the linear
features were not apparent (Photograph 4.7b).
These linear reflections can be

attributed to an

unidirectional macroscopic defect imposed during the
manufacturing process of the mirror.

The scenario is

believed to be that as float glass is transported to and from
the liquid mercury cooling vat on rollers, "ripples" are
formed in a series of concave and convex patterns at the
surface of the glass due to the pressure of the rollers
against it.

The reflecting material is therefore applied to

a non-planer surface, and irregularities in the reflection
images would result.
Extending this to the observed reflection profiles in
earlier experiments, these macroscopic ripples redirect
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incident light within the glass enough to allow internal
reflections to have an effect on the reflection image.
^.JL

Characteristirs nf Reflection
Surface Defects

From the reflection image of the collimated white light
incident on a large segment of the spherical mirror, it is
seen that the reflection characteristics of the linear
structure are not consistent from ripple to ripple. The
changes in reflection intensity along each defect can easily
be observed with the naked eye.

Since the incident

collimated light is uniform in intensity, this would indicate
that the amplitude from ripple to ripple changes. Also, the
distances between the linear reflection images are not
consistent, but vary from ripple to ripple.
We can get an idea of the magnitude of the defects from
the dye laser observations.

By varying the wavelength some

700 Angstroms while keeping the orientation of the laser and
mirror fixed, no physical changes were observed in the
reflection profile.

This observation of wavelength

independence negates the possibility that the reflection
profiles are interference patterns and verifies the
macroscopic magnitude of the surface defects of the glass.
This also precludes any interferometry investigations to
determine amplitude/wavelength characteristics of the
disturbances.
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Positioning oneself at the center of curvature of the
spherical mirror (35 feet) and observing the reflection
characteristics with the naked eye, the preferred linear
distortion of images becomes immediately apparent.

From

these backyard observations, it appears that the wavelength
between structures varies, but is on the order of centimeters
in

magnitude.
Rabl [23] indicates that these disturbances have been

previously observed, but that the "result...has been
overlooked in many discussions of focusing collectors."
Also, as mentioned

earlier, these macroscopic defects not

only spread out the reflection image, but redirect it along a
different path than that intended for the ray to intercept
the receiver in the solar collector system.

This effect,

working in tandem with the internal reflection process, would
cause a percentage of the energy from the solar ray to miss
the receiver and be reradiated out of the collector aperture.
Petit [24] has noted "...a fine surface waviness,
parallel to the drawing direction" imparted during the
manufacturing process of this type of glass. Most
importantly, he noted that for incident light "...parallel to
the streaks, the beam profile was extremely flat and there
was essentially no scattering..."

However, for the incident

beam perpendicular to the irregularities, scattering of the
reflection profile was observed.
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6.2.

Optical Paths of Irregular
Reflections

The amount of redirection the incident ray experiences
is due to the angle at which the reflection surface deviates
from the perfect spherical curve the surface should follow.
Redirection is therefore related to the amplitude and width
of the ripples, two unavailable and non-consistent variables.
However, generalities can be made regarding ray trace
diagrams.
Redirection of the incident beam takes place within the
glass at mirrored surface.

It is important again to note

that this effect occurs at large (approximately 60-degrees
and larger) angles of incidence on the front surface of the
mirror.

Depending on which part of the ripple structure the

ray lands, several possible variations in the beam path can
be assumed.
The first possibility sees the light ray incident on the
uphill side of the ripple within the glass medium (Fig.
6.1a).

In this scenario, the beam is deflected towards the

normal of the front surface of the glass.

This tends to

decrease the angle of incidence the ray sees on striking the
glass/air interface from inside the glass, which in turn
would decrease the distance between the multiple reflections
occurring within the glass medium.
would be observed in this case.

Minimal or no spreading

However, if the angle of

this inclined surface were large enough, the ray could be
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(a) Uphill Reflection

(b) Downhill Reflection
Figure 6.1. Internal Reflection Characteristics with
Incident Ray Striking Mirror Surface Ripple: (a) On
the Uphill Side, (b) On the Downhill Side.
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redirected back and emerge from the glass on the same side of
the normal as the incident beam.

This is never observed and

gives support to the ripples being of very small amplitude.
Another possibility is reflections from non-deformed
surfaces, or the crests or valleys of the ripples.
reflection characteristics would be observed.

Nominal

All internal

reflection images would be smeared over by the size or
dispersion of the incident radiation.
The third situation is that for observed for elongated
multiple dot profiles.

The beam is incident on the downhill

side of the ripple (Fig. 6.1b), and is deflected away from
the normal of the front surface of the glass.

This tends to

increase the angle of incidence the ray sees on striking the
glass/air interface from inside the glass, in turn increasing
the distance between the multiple reflections occurring
within the glass medium.

The situation disperses the energy

within the plane of incidence/reflection.
The manufacturing irregularities may be situated at the
glass/air interface instead of the mirrored surface.
Incident rays striking the uphill side of a surface ripple at
the glass/air interface would be transmitted through the
glass medium to strike the mirror surface at a slightly
larger angle to the mirror surface normal than would be
expected under nominal conditions (Fig. 6.2a).

The initial

7-percent reflection would be shifted over slightly.

The

internal reflections will be spread out since striking the
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(a) Uphill Reflection

(b) Downhill Reflection
Figure 6.2. Two Other Possible Ripple Reflection
Characteristics. (a)Uphill Along the Glass/Air
Interface. (b) Downhill Along the Glass/Air
Interface.
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glass/air boundary from the inside will cause the internally
reflected beams to be kicked away farther from the normal of
the rear mirror surface.

The exactly opposite conditions

occur for a downhill glass/air boundary reflection (Fig.
6.2b) .
Another possibility arises if the ripples have been
imposed on both sides of the glass during the manufacturing
process.

However, only the initial 7-percent reflection off

of the front surface of the glass would be redirected along a
different path.

(The ripple pattern and amplitude along both

boundaries are here considered to be identical.)

All other

emitted rays, particularly the principle reflection image,
will not be redirected since any changes brought on by the
ripples at the glass/air boundary will be compensated for at
the mirror surface.
6.3.

Total Internal Reflection

At this point, possible contributions to energy loss
from total internal reflection should be mentioned.

When

light is incident within the higher index material and the
incident angle is large enough, it is possible that no real
refraction angle can satisfy Snell's Law, Equation 5-5.

In

this situation, all of the light is reflected off of the
interface and stays on the incident side leading to total
internal reflection.
occur is given by

The critical angle, G Q , for this to
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sin Gc = —

, n2 < ni

.

(6-1)

For the present condition of ni = ng = 1.4, Gc = 45.58degrees.
Solar radiation within the glass medium incident on the
downhill side of a ripple will instigate an observed
elongated patterns.

This radiation may be redirected enough

so that rays reflected from the mirror surface will strike
the glass/air interface at an interior angle greater than
45.58-degrees.

This energy may not be reemitted form the

glass toward the receiver, but will be thermally absorbed
into the mirror panel causing heating within the mirror
assembly.

CHAPTER VII
EXTENSION OF RESULTS TO SOLAR BOWL
The reflection image profiles of the laser light sources
were found to expand and contract at various locations of
incidence along the mirror panel.

The expanded reflection

image was determined to be caused by macroscopic size ripples
along the reflection surface, giving rise to internal
reflections within the glass medium.
Within the environment of the solar bowl, the spherical
mirror panel "sees" an infinite number of images of the sun,
or rather a continuous image across the entire mirrored
surface.

Under the conditions of large angles of radiation

incidence, expansion of the reflection profile does not occur
as a distribution of identifiable dots, but is believed to
consist of a continuous smear.

This smearing would occur

along a preferred direction, extending from a principle
reflection zone such as the bright B-spots denoted in the
expansion of the laser images.

Therefore, it is expected

that the intensity of the expansion smear decreases in the
direction of smearing.
This effect causes an unfocused image to arrive at the
receiver.

The principle reflection zone would be recognized

by the receiver since the center of curvature of the mirror
panels were initially aligned within the bowl using near
normal laser reflections.

The smeared portion to one side of

the principle reflection image is believed to miss the
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receiver, and then redirected out of the bowl aperture. The
energy from this portion of the reflection profile is lost,
and an effective decrease in the efficiency of the
concentrator system is recognized.
7.1.

ROSA Codes

As mentioned in the introduction, the theoretical
receiver flux distribution uses an effective sun size of
approximately two solar diameters to account for mirror
irregularities and misalignment in the concentrator system.
This model is assembled in a computer program called ROSA and
has functioned extremely well for the Crosbyton facility in
predicting system energy parameters.

The largest discrepancy

in the model was found to occur during the morning and
afternoon portions of the solar day.
A greater percentage of solar radiation arriving at the
receiver in the mornings and afternoons is concentrated from
radiation incident on the bowl at angles greater than 60degrees.

Although this energy still does not contribute a

great portion of the energy profile to the receiver/absorber,
indeed more of it occurs during these portions of the solar
day.
It can now be stated that a significant cause for the
ROSA model discrepancy is due to dispersion of radiation
incident at large angles to the reflection surface normal.
Indeed this effect had not been recognized during model
construction.

This implies that there is no flaw in the code
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itself, but that an extra variable to account for the
physical phenomenon needs to be added to the code.
This extra parameter may be difficult to quantify,
however, since an estimate of the magnitude of the dispersion
of radiation incident at large angles is presently
unrealistic.

First of all, the effect would vary from mirror

panel to mirror panel since the glass is manufactured in
four-by-eight foot sheets and then cut to size.

Secondly, it

unknown at the present time how the mirrors are oriented in
the bowl with respect to the linear disturbances.

Since the

effect occurs along a preferred direction, orientation of the
mirrors with respect to the sun is crucial to recognizing the
dispersion effect.

Thirdly, since the sun's path across the

sky shifts over the course of the solar year, the orientation
of incident radiation with respect to the linear
irregularities would change from day to day, providing yet
another variable in predicting the magnitude of the
dispersion effect.
7.2

Recommendations

There are several alterations in the collector system to
consider that might minimize the high-angle dispersion
effect.

First, would better manufactured glass that would be

ripple-free be worth the expense of recapturing the lost
solar radiation?
Normal float glass, like that presently used within the
Crosbyton bowl, costs approximately $1.00 per square foot.
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An alternative to this might be a thinner glass overlay which
would reduce the amplitude of any ripples that might form in
the rolling process.

The thinner glass would also cut down

on the internal reflection effect within the glass medium.
This material is also normally manufactured to have a lower
iron content.

The normal cost: $3.50 per square foot.

The

glass material comprises about 25% the cost of a mirror panel
unit.

This would roughly increase the cost of each

individual panel by $22.50, and translates into over a 60%
increase for the cost a a single panel assembly.
Since these improvements would increase the efficiency
of the collector system by only a few percent in the mornings
and afternoons where the collector deficiency is noticed, the
modifications in the glass of the mirror panels would not be
very cost effective in the Crosbyton situation.

However, in

larger collector configurations and complexes of numerous
bowls utilized to generate larger amounts of power, the costto-energy ratio might be such that these modifications would
be worth the expense.
A scaled down version of this type of modification might
be using better mirrors in certain areas of the bowl that are
most important to concentrating the solar radiation incident
at large angles.

Specifically, when ^, the inclination angle

becomes large, many of the mirror panels on the sun side of
the bowl are in shadow (Fig. 7.1). Panels near the rim of
the bowl would be those effected in this situation.

At the
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same time, radiation on panels at the opposite rim of the
bowl would be incident at near-normal angles, and the
dispersion effect seen with the floatglass mirrors would be
non-existent.

However, panels in the middle of the bowl

would be those that focus large incident angle radiation at
the receiver.

It might prove cost effective for a limited

modification of the glass in these central mirror panels,
keeping the present float glass panels around them unchanged.
A low-cost alternative to modifying the glass surface
would be to orient the mirrors lining the bowl in such a way
so as to minimize the large angle smearing effect.
Generally, this might be accomplished by orienting the linear
irregularities in an east-west direction, along the sun's
path across the sky (Fig. 7.2). However, since this path
changes throughout the year, smearing characteristics for
each panel would also vary through the year.

A more detailed

study of this problem is in order, but will not be approached
within this text.
Another potential problem with realizing this
modification concerns the slightly trapezoidal shape of the
panels themselves.

The trapezoidal design is required to fit

the 430 panels lining the bowl into their spherical
concentrating configuration.

This slightly off-square shape

of the panels limits their changes of orientation within the
panel array, since the integrity of the spherical design of
the bowl must be maintained.

However, this consideration
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Mirror Panels with Unidirectional Mirror
Irregularities Oriented East-West.
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should certainly be included for any panels to be
manufactured in the future.

CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS
In operating the Solar Bowl at Crosbyton, there were
unaccounted energy losses early and late in the day.

For

solar bowls operating at these times implies that solar
angles of incidence are greater than that for noon times.
Since all other loss factors (solar absorbtion on the
receiver, receiver radiation, convective and conductive
losses, mirror reflectivity, mirror gaps, etc.) can be and
were accounted for at all times, there needs to be an
unaccounted loss associated with high solar angles of
incidence.
The investigation of these losses started with an
experimental look at reflected light at high angles of
incidence.

This investigation uncovered sufficient

spread/contraction effects due to glass surface
irregularities to account for the losses.

The experimental

results and analysis showed that the irregular reflecting
surface of the mirror tends to disperse the refracted
radiation of the incident beam within the glass medium.
larger the angle of incidence is, the greater the
possibility becomes.

The

dispersion

However, measurable dispersion occurs

only if the beam is incident on the downhill side of a ripple
on the reflecting surface.
The multiple reflections within the glass medium give
rise to the observed expanded reflection profiles.
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One set
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of data suggests that 7% of the initial intensity of a laser
beam incident on the downhill side of a ripple may be
scattered about the principle reflection image. Within the
solar bowl, this radiation misses the receiver and is
reradiated out of the bowl.

Depending on the orientation of

the mirrors within the bowl, this numerical value indicates
that losses due to the phenomenon are quantitativly similar
the missing energy along the receiver in the mornings and
afternoons.

However, it is currently impossible to calculate

the exact magnitude of the losses since the orientation of
the ripples of each mirror is unknown. Another effect
limited to the largest incidence angles, total internal
reflection, traps a very small percentage of solar radiation
within the glass, where its energy goes into thermally
heating the mirror panels.
Better manufactured mirrors designed to eliminate
irregularities in the reflecting surface will prevent solar
energy from being dispersed.

However, this system

improvement could prove to not be cost effective. Replacing
mirrors within the center of the bowl where the dispersion
due to large incident angles is recognized most acutely may
prove to be a cost-effective measure. Aligning the
unidirectional mirror irregularities

along an east/west

direction within the bowl is the most handsome option for
increasing the efficiency of the collector system.
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